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Overview

Tuscan Wood Flooring Collection - Overview

Modelli

Grandé

Forte

Modelli
Chevron

TF40
Natural

TF41
Light Smoked

TF42
Dark Stained

Modelli
Herringbone

TF30
Smoked Oak &
Black Stained

TF31
Smoked Oak

Plank size: 20 x 220 x 2200mm Pack size: 1.93m2

TF301
Medium Smoked Oak

TF310
Rustic Oak

TF311*
White Smoked Oak

TF511
Natural White Oak

TF513
Barley

TF515
Toffee

TF517
Light Grey

Strato
PVC

Plank size: 18 x 125mm x
Random lengths 400mm - 1200mm

15 7

*

Plank size: 14 x 180 x 2200mm

Plank size: 15 x 190 x 1900mm

Pack size: 2.77m2

Pack size: 2.88m2

Pack size: 2.20m

Strato
Classic

Strato
Warm

Vintage

TF20
Rustic Oak

TF100
Natural Oak

TF103
White Washed Oak

TF200
Natural

TF21
Golden Oak

TF102
Family Oak

TF108
Country Grey Washed Oak

TF201
Light Smoked

TF22*
Rustic Oak

TF104
Family Oak

TF109
Country Bleached Oak

TF202
Dark Smoked

TF23**
Rustic Oak

TF106^
3 Strip Family Oak

TF112
Grey White Washed Oak

TF203
Light Smoked

TF514
Barley

TF516
Toffee

TF518
Truffle
TF110***
American Walnut

TF519
Barn Oak White
Washed

ANTI
SLIP
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Terreno

TF512
Natural White Oak

Vintage

5GC

RIGID

*

Forte

*Plank size: 20 x 190 x 1900mm
Pack size: 1.44m2
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15 7

Plank size: 15 x 150mm
Random lengths 400mm - 1200mm
Pack size: 1.44m2

Grandé

TF300
Natural Oak

ANTI
SLIP

5GC

RIGID

PVC

Chevron Plank size: 15 x 90 x 450mm
Pack size: 0.81m2
Herringbone Plank size: 15 x 122 x 610mm
Pack size: 0.89m2

Terreno

*** P
 lank size: 20 x 190mm x Random lengths
400mm - 1200mm. Pack size: 1.80m2
*** Plank

size: 18 x 150mm x Random lengths
400mm - 1200mm. Pack size: 2.31m2
***	Plank size: 14 x 127mm x 1200mm.
Pack size: 1.22m2 (Not FSC®)

TF120^
Warm Oak

TF121^
White Oak
**^	Plank size: 14 x 207mm x 2200mm
Pack size: 3.18m2
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Modelli Chevron

TF42 Dark Stained
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Our Modelli Chevron floors offer a beautifully crafted design in sophisticated natural or darker oaks.
The elegant pattern gives a luxurious European feel whilst meeting the modern trend for geometric designs.
Easy to install, Modelli Chevron helps to create the illusion of space and make narrow spaces appear wider.
In addition, the combination of a 25 year warranty and breathtaking style means that you won’t have to
replace it to suit different interior design schemes – Modelli Chevron is truly a timeless investment.

Modelli Chevron

Modelli Chevron

Plank size: 15 x 90 x 450mm Pack size: 0.81m2

TF40

TF41

Natural

Light Smoked

TF42

TF40 Natural

8

Dark Stained

9

The Modelli Herringbone range offers flooring with real character and a traditional feel, forming a focal
point that will beautifully transform any room, in any home.
Its elegant design catches the eye to deliver impressive, iconic looks with a real ‘wow’ factor. A choice
of two oiled finishes beautifully complement the surface grain to complete a stunning effect every time.
Modelli Herringbone is a captivating and confident statement of style.

Modelli Herringbone

Modelli Herringbone

Plank size: 15 x 122 x 610mm Pack size: 0.89m2

TF30

TF31

Smoked Oak & Black Stained

Smoked Oak

TF31 Smoked Oak
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Grandé

Grandé
Our versatile Grandé range can be installed directly over existing floor joists - the 20mm thickness enables it to be used
as a load bearing floor without floor boards underneath, meaning it is perfect for refurbishment and renovation projects.
Grandé’s wide boards open up smaller spaces like bedrooms, adding a sense of luxury and sophistication with their light
to dark tones. They’re durable too, as they are pre-coated with a hardwearing UV oil as standard.

Plank size: 20 x 220 x 2200mm Pack size: 1.93m2

TF311 White Smoked Oak
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TF300

TF301

Natural Oak

Medium Smoked Oak

TF310

TF311*

Rustic Oak

White Smoked Oak

*Plank size: 20x 190 x 1900mm. Pack size: 1.44m2
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Forte

Forte
With a variety of plank lengths, the Forte range offers the character of solid wood flooring at a fraction
of the cost. It’s versatile, with colours to suit every application – and easy to fit, even in tight spaces,
thanks to its 5GC installation system with push down joints and strong, stable end joints.
All Forte items feature an enhanced Tressert lacquer to enrich the visual and textural appeal of the wood’s
natural grain, whilst assuring surface protection and durability.

5GC

RIGID

5GC

RIGID

PVC

ANTI
SLIP

PVC

15 7

*

Plank size: 15 x 150mm Random lengths 400mm - 1200mm Pack size: 1.44m

2

Featuring Välinge 5GC profile technology
for fast, easy and strong click installation.

TF511

TF513

TF515

Natural White Oak

Barley

Toffee

TF512

TF514

TF516

Natural White Oak

Barley

Toffee

TF517

TF518

TF519

Light Grey

Truffle

Barn Oak White Washed

TF512 Natural White Oak
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Forte

TF517 Light Grey
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Terreno

Terreno
Capture all the character of a solid wood floor at a fraction of the cost. Terreno comes in a variety of realistic plank
lengths achieving a natural and authentic look.
With a broad choice of classic colour options, Terreno flooring is ideal for every area of the home apart from the
bathroom. It’s practical too, as the multiply core provides stability and reduces the natural movement of the wood.

Plank size: 18 x 125mm x random lengths 400mm - 1200mm Pack size: 2.20m2

TF20

TF21

TF22*

Rustic Oak

Golden Oak

Rustic Oak

TF23**

TF110***

Rustic Oak

American Walnut

TF22 Rustic Oak
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*** P
 lank size: 20 x 190mm x Random lengths 400mm - 1200mm. Pack size: 1.80m2
*** Plank

size: 18 x 150mm x Random lengths 400mm - 1200mm. Pack size: 2.31m2
*** Plank size: 14 x 127mm x 1200mm. Pack size: 1.22m2 (Not FSC®)
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Terreno

TF21 Golden Oak

20

21

Style and good looks lie at the heart of this versatile Strato range. Whether it’s a classic or contemporary
effect you are seeking to create, these beautiful boards will consistently enhance the feeling of luxury
throughout the home.

Strato Classic

Strato Classic
Choose from the natural wood forms of Family, the prominent wood grain of Brushed or the narrow plank
effect of 3 Strip. They are all Classic designs.

RIGID

PVC

ANTI
SLIP

5GC

15 7

*

Plank size: 14 x 180 x 2200mm Pack size: 2.77m2

TF100

TF102

Natural Oak

Family Oak

TF104

TF106^

Family Oak

3 Strip Family Oak

TF104 Family Oak
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**^Plank size: 14 x 207 x 2200mm. Pack size: 3.18m2
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With its wonderfully welcoming, relaxed yet stylish look and feel, Strato Warm flooring helps you create
a comfortable and homely environment that’s simply perfect for living rooms and bedrooms.
There’s a great range of colour tones to choose from too - everything from the popular contemporary looks
of Grey Washed Oak and Bleached Oak through to darker, more traditional shades.
5GC

RIGID

PVC

ANTI
SLIP

engineered
Strato
Warm- warm

Strato Warm

15 7

*

Plank size: 14 x 180 x 2200mm Pack size: 2.77m2

TF103

TF108

TF109

White Washed Oak

Country Grey Washed Oak

Country Bleached Oak

TF112

TF120^

TF121^

Grey White Washed Oak

Warm Oak

White Oak

TF120 Warm Oak
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**^Plank size: 14 x 207 x 2200mm. Pack size: 3.18m2
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Strato Warm

TF121 White Oak
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Vintage

Vintage
The Vintage range helps you create the look and style of vintage flooring - with the added benefits
of the strength, stability and guarantees that feature throughout our Tuscan Collection.
Vintage offers you a beautiful, natural oak wood floor with a collection of enhanced hand scraped
and brushed finishes to give that slightly distressed look. It’s smoked boards deliver a richer colour
throughout the plank - not just on the surface, as with stained products.

Plank size: 15 x 190 x 1900mm Pack size: 2.88m2

TF202 Dark Smoked
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TF200

TF201

Natural

Light Smoked

TF202

TF203

Dark Smoked

Light Smoked
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Care and maintenance

Our comprehensive range of quality profiles provide a smart finish to our floors. Solid wood trims create a smooth
transition wherever needed, available in a selection of complementary colours.

Vacuum, sweep or dust mop your floor as and when required. The vacuum head must be brush or felt and
a wand attachment is preferable. Do not use vacuums with beater bars or hard heads.
Spills and tracked-in dirt should be wiped up immediately.
Use interior and exterior doormats at all entrances to collect dirt and moisture and prevent it from being
tracked onto the floor.
Never use any of the following products (or products similar in nature) on your floor: ammonia-based cleaners,
acrylic finishes, wax-based products, detergents, bleach, polishes, abrasive cleaning soaps, or acidic materials
such as vinegar.

T-section

Ramp section

Scotia

Sika Adhesives

Also known as a T-bar or
Twin profile, this covers
the gap between two floors
of equal height such as in
doorways, over expansion
gaps or as a room divider.

Sometimes referred to as
an Adaptor or Reducer, this
provides a neat transition
between two floors of
varying height.

Ideal for hiding the
expansion gaps around the
edge of a room, for example
if the skirting board wasn’t
removed and replaced when
the floor was fitted.

European manufactured
adhesives specifically
designed for gluing down
hardwood flooring.

Our profiles undergo stringent selection processes to ensure they meet the highest quality standards and complement our flooring as
closely as possible. However, as with all wood products, they are subject to natural colour and grain variations.

All Tuscan floors are manufactured from natural products and can be damaged by high heels, pets and
inadequate maintenance. Keep animal nails trimmed to minimise scratches to the surface.
Use furniture feet protector pads under all furniture and make certain to keep them clean and well maintained.
Keep the relative humidity in your home between 35% and 55%. If water is spilled onto the floor, wipe up
immediately as water may permanently damage the floor.

Installation products | Care and maintenance

Installation products

Direct sunlight can alter the appearance of your floor. Always refer to the Tuscan recommended maintenance
procedures which can be downloaded from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Installation
Installation instructions are included with every pack of Tuscan flooring and copies of the instructions
are available to download from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Cleaning and maintenance products
Bona wood floor
cleaning kit
Designed for regular maintenance
of all Tuscan lacquered and UV
oiled floors.
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Warranty
A copy of the warranties for Tuscan wood floors are available to download
from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Bona
wood floor
refreshers
For occasional
refreshing of your
Tuscan lacquered
and UV oiled floors.
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Sustainability

Environmentally sustainable
& quality assured
Tuscan is much more than a beautiful floor. It also comes with first class environmental credentials in the form
of FSC® certification, guaranteeing the timber is harvested from responsibly managed forests.

Quality assurance

Environmentally sustainable

Tuscan flooring offers outstanding quality and peace
of mind. In fact, we’re so confident in the quality of
our flooring that the entire collection boasts an
incredible 25 year residential use warranty against
manufacturing defects.

With Tuscan you get much more than just a
beautiful floor, as first class environmental credentials
come as standard:*
FSC® certification guarantees the timber is
harvested from responsibly managed forests.
E
 UTR (European Union Timber Regulations)
compliant.
A
 new tree sapling is planted for every pack
of Tuscan engineered flooring produced.

All warranties are subject to terms and conditions,
including fitting as per the installation instructions.
Copies of the associated product warranties are available
to download at www.tuscanflooring.co.uk

O
 ur manufacturing processes are streamlined
to ensure maximum yield from all natural materials,
minimising waste.

Look for FSC®
certified products

For further information about our
commitment to the environment, please
visit www.tuscanflooring.co.uk
*Excluding TF110 American Walnut

TF518 Truffle
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Disclaimer
The Tuscan Flooring Collection is manufactured from
carefully selected materials, and subject to stringent quality
control procedures. However, as wood is a natural material
product the colour and grain may vary, and knots and other
characteristics may be present including filler.
Due to variables in the photographic and printing processes,
colours shown in this brochure may vary slightly from the
actual product. We reserve the right to amend any details
or product specifications without prior notice.
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Product overview

Product overview

Surface finish
All finishes are multi-coat applications

We understand how hard it can be to select the right flooring for your application. With such an extensive range of
surface textures, structures, finishes, edge and joint options it’s important you select the right combination to ensure
you achieve the desired outcome. We have developed a range of easy to identify ‘icons’ which we display against all of
our flooring ranges, this will allow you to quickly make the right choice for your application.

Lacquered
This creates a higher
sheen, with light
bouncing off the
hardwearing and
durable surface.

Matt lacquered
A modern, matt finish
that’s long-lasting
but allows the natural
beauty of the floor to
come through.

UV oiled
The classic beauty
of an oiled finish,
combined with the
resilience of a
UV cured coating.

Wax oiled
A traditional ultra matt,
tough finish which
also creates an inviting
charm and warmth.

4V
Featuring noticeable
bevelled edges to all
4 sides of each board.

4V micro
Featuring discreet
bevelled edges to all
4 sides of each board.

Structure

Bevel edge

A triple layered product, consisting of a
top surface of solid hardwood bonded to
a softwood core with veneer backing to
create a stable wood flooring solution.

Square edge
There are no grooves
or gaps between the
planks of the flooring
boards, virtually
erasing the joint lines.

Featuring a top surface of solid wood
bonded to multiple layers of cross-laid
ply to create a highly stable hardwood
flooring solution.

2V
Bevelled edges
along the length
of the boards.

Joint
RIGID

PVC

Surface texture

Flat sanded
A smooth, sleek and even surface
that retains the inviting texture of
the wood.

A hand textured surface that evokes
the mellowed and time worn surface
of a floor from yesteryear.

Brushed
The surface of the boards are wire
brushed to bring out the surface grain,
creating rich textural appeal.

Click
The original
floating floor
click system.

Drop loc
Quick and easy
to install self
locking system.

Tongue &
groove
Classic easy
locating joint
system.

ANTI
SLIP

15 7

*

5GC
Featuring Välinge
5GC profile
technology for fast,
easy and strong
click installation

Underfloor heating

Saw marked
Saw marks are made to the top
level of the floor, perpendicular to
the woodgrain, haphazardly and in
varied depths.
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Hand distressed

5GC

Hand scraped
Hand scraped processes texture the
surface creating a time worn look,
that celebrates the natural character
of hardwood.

Enhanced hand
scraped & brushed
Deeper hand scraping to the surface
and around filled knots creates a unique
look of a floor rich in history.

Electric mat
Flooring is suitable for use over electric
mat underfloor heating systems in
accordance with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions.

Water piped
Suitable for use over water piped underfloor
heating systems set in concrete screed,
in accordance with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions.
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Modelli Chevron

Forte

RIGID

Plank size: 15 x 150mm Random lengths 400mm - 1200mm Pack size: 1.44m2

Plank size: 15 x 90 x 450mm Pack size: 0.81m

2

TF40

TF41

TF42

Natural

TF511

Light Smoked

Dark Stained

Natural White Oak

Modelli Herringbone

PVC

ANTI
SLIP

5GC

15 7

*

Colour chart

Colour chart

TF515

TF513
Barley

Toffee

TF512

TF514

TF516

Natural White Oak

Barley

Toffee

TF517

TF518

TF519

Truffle

Barn Oak White Washed

Plank size: 15 x 122 x 610mm Pack size: 0.89m2

TF30

TF31

Smoked Oak & Black Stained

Smoked Oak

Light Grey

Grandé

Terreno

Plank size: 20 x 220 x 2200mm Pack size: 1.93m

Plank size: 18 x 125mm x random lengths 400mm - 1200mm Pack size: 2.20m2

2
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TF300

TF301

TF310

TF311*

Natural Oak

Medium Smoked Oak

Rustic Oak

White Smoked Oak

*Plank size: 20 x 190 x 1900mm Pack size: 1.44m2

TF20

TF21

TF22*

TF23**

Rustic Oak

TF110***

Golden Oak

Rustic Oak

Rustic Oak

American Walnut

*Plank size: 20 x 190mm x random lengths
Pack size: 1.80m2

**Plank size: 18 x 150mm x random lengths ***Plank size: 14 x 127 x 1200mm
Pack size: 2.31m2
Pack size: 1.22m2 (Not FSC®)
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Strato Classic
Plank size: 14 x 180 x 2200mm Pack size: 2.77m

2

RIGID

PVC

5GC

TF100

TF102

TF104

TF106^

Natural Oak

Family Oak

Family Oak

3 Strip Family Oak

Strato Warm

RIGID

Plank size: 14 x 180 x 2200mm Pack size: 2.77m2

PVC

5GC

ANTI
SLIP

ANTI
SLIP

15 7

*

Colour chart

Colour chart
Vintage
Plank size: 15 x 190 x 1900mm Pack size: 2.88m2

TF200

TF201

TF202

TF203

Natural

Light Smoked

Dark Smoked

Light Smoked

15 7

*

Ordering your Tuscan Flooring samples couldn’t be simpler,
just email us at: samples@tuscanflooring.co.uk
Please note: Maximum of 3 samples per request.
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TF103

TF108

TF109

TF112

White Washed Oak

Country Grey Washed Oak

Country Bleached Oak

Grey White Washed Oak

TF120^

TF121^

Warm Oak

White Oak

^Plank size: 14 x 207 x 2200mm Pack size: 3.18m2

Disclaimer
The Tuscan Flooring Collection is manufactured from carefully selected materials, and subject to stringent quality control procedures. However, as wood is a
natural material product the colour and grain may vary, and knots and other characteristics may be present including filler. Due to variables in the photographic
and printing processes, colours shown in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual product. We reserve the right to amend any details or product
specifications without prior notice.
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|

info@tuscanflooring.co.uk

|

samples@tuscanflooring.co.uk

Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information included in this document was accurate at the time of printing, we reserve the right to change product
specifications at any time without prior notice. The photographs reproduced in this publication are within the constraints of the printing process and are not to be used for matching purposes.
All photographs are used for approximate representation only and may not show the actual products on offer. E&OE.
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